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Okay America, we need to have a word.

To all my dear American followers who I love, most of
whom understand what I am about to say, let me just say
#NotAllAmericans. 

1. You are one nation, with a specific history and culture. It
may come as some surprise to you that other

nations have other histories and cultures, and that when you interpret people from

other cultures through the lens of your own history, you make serious analytic

mistakes.

2. You are an empire. The last 70 years of world history has been dominated by your

actions, and by the

export of your culture and values. This has included using your economic and

military power to extract resources from the rest of the world. It also includes a ton of

cultural imperialism. That pisses a lot of people off.

3. The cultural/political phenomenon called 'wokeism'

in general, and the specific components of queer theory and trans ideology, are the

product of American culture values, and a form of interpretation that makes sense in

the specific context of American history.

4. It is an interpretation of 'social justice' that is indelibly

marked by American individualism, a lack of understanding of materialist and class

based analysis, a from of religiosity that is more concerned with people's souls than

material circumstances, the veneration of human freedom over material limits (very

American Dream that), and

also, the specificity of your racial history and it's ongoing impact on your society. It is

also shaped by a degree of staggering ignorance about the history of the rest of the

world, and a tendency to interpret all politics through your own culture war and the

fact that you

don't and have never had a materialist left or any form of really effective social

democracy.
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5. A great deal of the claims made by this belief system *do not make any fucking

sense* to people who come from other places, have other histories, other ways of

understanding the

world, other political and intellectual traditions, or who look at human history from

outside your nation's legendarily parochial frame. In my experience individual

Americans who grasp this tend to be those much better acquainted with the history

and culture of other places.

Let's take one of those claims as an example. 'Colonialism invented the gender

binary.' This makes absolutely no sense to people raised in any other place that has a

history of male dominance that pre-dates the colonisation of Americas. Which is

MOST of the rest of the world.

It is illustrative here that using the word 'colonialism' to refer only to the colonisation

of the Americas it itself an instance of your own cultural and historical myopia. 

6. What is now happening - and this is exacerbated by the fact that we're all on this

virtualised

hellsite where people from all over the world (especially ppl from the other

Anglophone nations) are being subjected to your political discourse - is yet another

form of cultural imperialism.

A discourse specifically inflected by your culture and history is being imposed across

the world, with no regard for any of the many cultural and historical differences of

other nations, and no respect for the fact that for many different reasons, many

people of progressive persuasions in other nations think it is NUTS.

The fact that this discourse positions

itself as anti-colonial and anti-racist, while imposing itself on other nations, many of

which are not white majority, is, then, you might understand, grating af.

7. This is especially the case given that your specific racial history has created an

absolutely massive and

toxic racial wound, which structures your political discourse in very specific ways.

This is not to say other nations do not have extremely problematic racial histories of

their own. But the history of each nation is specific, and we do not want to be

assimilated to yours.

Because it is really really fucked up, and its ongoing impact on your culture and

politics is really really fucked up.

8. Whenever we try to explain to you why we reject your discourse - especially in

contexts where you start sneering at people from other countries for not

being as good and progressive as you because you believe all political goodness is

assimilable to your own specific discourse - you immediately re-interpret what we are

saying within your own political lens.



The specific example which occasioned this thread, is the insistence

that the tradition of difference feminist thinking, which derives originally from

Beauvoir, and has a long lineage especially in French thought, must be immediately

assimilated to the thought of 'separate but equal' which derives from your own

history of racial segregation.

You do this with no respect for the fact that this is a different cultural tradition, with

no apparent awareness that the specific history of formalised racial segregation

justified in these discursive terms has no analogue in Europe, and that therefore,

Europeans do not have the same set of political resonances to the concept of

difference as you do. You do it also in defiance of the fact that the Black feminist

tradition you have appropriated to your discourse was also very explicit about the

injustices that result from

not recognising difference.

So listen. Please fucking stop engaging in egregious cultural imperialism while

lecturing us about 'decolonialism,' trampling over the history and culture of other

peoples, and misappropriating the thought of Black feminists.

It's enraging.

Also, this:

ms magdalen berns forever radley
@radley_ms

“Treating different things the same can generate as much 
inequality as treating the same things differently.” 
 
― Kimberlé Crenshaw

feminist next door @emrazz
Replying to @ScouseJayne
Women cannot be liberated in a system that categorizes them, their value, 
and their rights, as separate and distinct from men.
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